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2.20.6.0 

These are the major changes in the backoffice version 2.20.6.0 

The release covers work done in sprints 36 and 37. 

We now launch a distributor model in admin site, where each partner only will 

be able to see and to change the master users they are responsible for.  

You can now disable the add comment button over the bill if this is not 

relevant for your business. 

Parameters and attributes for meal flow handling in POS and KDS have been 

added. 

You can now also configure logo, colors and fonts for KDS customer screen, to 

add relevant looks for the concept it is used in. 

Register types for Ninito NS3 POS and Silent Touch have been added, which 

means you can set up dedicated registers for these kinds of POS as well. 

Resending failed files has been added to SFTP Transfer integration and 

SmartStore integration. 

Loyalty points and app payment has been added as accepted tenders. App payment 

will only be used in preorders, while loyalty points are being added in the 

next release of backoffice and POS. 

When selecting colors for categories and products, you can now input the hex 

value of the color, giving more control in the selection process. 



We have added a configuration that allows you to input a message that will be 

shown on empty bill, like for instance “Remember to scan your customer card 

for possible benefits”. 

It is now possible to turn off sending of welcome mails to new users, if you 

prefer this to be handled from another enrollment page. 

Giftcard mails are now also translated. 

Preparations for POS being able to send preorders to other shops have been 

done. 

You can now search for users by user number. 

Several bugs and improvements have been addressed. 

API changes 
New boolean attribute “showInKDS” added to order lines, controlling whether a 

line should be shown in the kitchen so that preparation start can be 

controlled 

 

New parameters 
The following new parameters are added in this backend release: 

POS.Bill.CommentBill.Enabled - Hide comment button 

POS.Bill.CreatePreorderFeatures.Enabled - Enable preorders from POS 

Backoffice.Settings.SendSignUpEmail.Enabled - Turn off sign up mail 

POS.Settings.ManuallyPushOrderLineItemsToKDS.Enabled Default false 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.Done.Column.Color Default #16cc53 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.Done.Font.Color Default #ffffff 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.Font.Name Default Raleway 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.InProgress.Column.Color Default #3f4a52 



Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.InProgress.Font.Color Default #ffffff 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.Logo.ImageFile - Logo to show on customer screen 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.Title.Color Default #ffffff 

Shared.KDS.CustomerScreen.Title.Font.Color Default #3f4a52 

POS.Bill.EmptyBillMessage - Message to show in empty bill 

 

 


